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The Workforce Leveraging System™ (WLS) is a business model and

process that allows people to monetize based on the efforts of bots

they control. 

The digitalization of a human persona into multiple clones is the step

towards transitioning from analog to digital. The WLS takes the

workforce economy from horse and buggy to the electric car

overnight. A disruptive idea needs to be transformative. We aim to

leverage emerging technologies to build new consumer services,

business systems, business models, and employee experiences. Our

vision is to be the nexus of Digital Transformation to develop a self-

sustaining and self-sufficient ecosystem. Aphid is an ecosystem that

is capable of supporting a global user-base that consists of both

consumers and innovators. Both sides of the spectrum are

incentivized for activity in the ecosystem which will promote a

growth loop.

Introduction
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Automation For The Everyday
Person



Aphid gives people access to Artificial Intelligence tools through
an open- source marketplace that will help them save time on
repetitive tasks and create supplemental income through a no-
code, user-friendly interface. Aphid users (Controllers) assign
automated plugins to their digital bots (aClones) and receive
same-day payouts when their bots complete tasks for them. Use
case examples range from a variety of categories such as
automated trading, e-commerce customer support, and more.
Controllers will have access to a dashboard in the Aphid mobile
app and web portal to view earnings from plugins and the amount
of time saved from autonomous tasks.

How It Works
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Overview



With a rapid development lifecycle, we have built a solution that follows the
idea that the human user constructs and automatically works on improving
itself and suggesting iterations to create a more efficient and satisfactory
result.

We live a cyclical, fast-paced life where we prioritize our obligations
more than the activities we desire. In the end, we neglect to invest
our time in endeavors that provide us with joy and miss out on
spending time with friends and family such as attending our child’s
soccer game.

Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain are the technologies that power
the system, but the spirit lives in the colony. The concept of the WLS
derives from observation of the job economy demanding strenuous
working hours. Posing the statement from Chief Executive Officer of
Aphid, Brandon Cooper, “I wish I could clone myself and have it work
for me.” That wish became a reality with the power of Artificial
Intelligence. 

Why Clone Ourselves?
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Another You
Works For You

Overview



Key features:
• Decentralized data storage on IPFS
• Connect to websites across the internet to automate decisions
• Store your aClone NFT’s
• Universal Metaverse Avatar

aph-ID is your universal login system to access your collection of aClones.
Think of aph-ID as your “swiss army knife” of automation across the internet. 

aph-ID
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Overview



The Aphid mobile app allows controllers to manage their account from the
palm of their hand, whilst the web portal Control Panel (cPanel) includes
advanced features such as plugin management, bot skill sets, dialogues,
certificates, and more. Track the analytics of all your sales activity and time
saved from manual labor.

Control Panel |  Mobile App

The Bot Ecosystem
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Aptera
Aptera is the marketplace for Controllers. Both Aphid and external
developers worldwide create automated bots, plugins, templates, and
skill sets for the Aphid Ecosystem. The developer of the add-on
chooses where the data is stored. 

The Bot Ecosystem
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The aBion is the native utility token used to power automation on The
Workforce Leveraging System Ledger (WLS). The aBion derives from
the word Bionic which usually is defined as artificial devices assisting
humans. The letter “a” in aBion is short for Artificial Intelligence and
automation.

Controllers use aBion tokens to power actions of aClones in the
network. In the Aphid ecosystem, Controllers may use aBion tokens
to increase task summoning for their aClones. 
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A New Digital  Economy

Powered By aBion



We want to incentivize the creators, algorithm scientists, engineers,
and open source contributors to drive adoption for the aBion. The
aBion has real world utility that powers the Web3 ecosystem.

The ideal success scenario of Aphid can be measured in the total time saved
for people leveraging the efforts of aClones. The Controller can then
capitalize on the time saved. 

A New Digital  Economy
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Community



Controllers receive earnings, rewards, or tips in the currency used for
the completed transaction. Get paid same day opposed to bi-weekly
pay at a regular job.

Same Day Pay
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The Future



Small and Medium-Sized Businesses (SMB’s) and large enterprises will
utilize Aphid’s Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Deep
Learning automation solutions to provide customer support, increase
sales, reduce operational costs, and collect qualitative data to enhance
business operations. 

We are a group of passionate technologists, marketers, designers,
and blockchain enthusiasts that have come together to build a future
powered by automation that helps give people back their most
valuable resource – time.

Who We Are

Business Solutions
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The Future



Follow Us

Learn more at
aphid.com

https://www.twitter.com/AphidAI
https://www.facebook.com/aphidcorporation
https://www.youtube.com/user/AphidByte/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aphid
https://t.me/AphidAI
https://discord.com/invite/mNHaVkm
https://www.instagram.com/aphid_ai
https://www.aphid.io/

